Application of fourth derivative absorption spectroscopy to protein quantitation during purification.
A method for protein quantitation in the presence of nonprotein cellular components is described. The method is based on measurement of two tryptophan-specific signals in the fourth derivative of the protein's ultraviolet absorption spectrum, a peak at 283 nm and a trough at 288 nm. The amplitude between these two extremes is shown to vary linearly with protein concentration for bovine serum albumin and the outer membrane vesicles of Neissera meningitidis even when these protein solutions are supplemented with enough nucleic acid to completely obscure the parent absorption spectrum of the protein. The utility of this method as an in-process assay during isolation of a protein is demonstrated by comparing estimates of protein content from fourth derivative spectroscopy with those from the Lowry assay for samples at several steps along the isolation pathway for outer membrane vesicles of N. meningitidis. The advantages and limitations of the present method are discussed.